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Play, 2015), the artist documented the play of light at
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Due to the intense desire for images that characterizes
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contemporary consumer society, Djourina’s photogra-
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phs are difficult to access from the very start, because
she negates a component that is constitutive of this
medium: its reproduction. Instead, the artist (who, in
addition to analogue photography, also does drawings) assigns an important role to chance as it exerts
its effects on photography, which as a genre is defined
by total technological control. The artist’s subjective
eye does not give way to the camera’s objective gaze,
but vice versa: Reduced to their essentials, the technological components of light, photographic paper
and enlarger become part of the artistic creative process, as do various objects, such as common everyday
items. Djourina, though, explicitly withdraws from this
process here and there. It is the paper and light sources themselves that become agents in this process.
One of the results of these artistic experiments (all
of them unique) is the series Die Entmaterialisierung
des Alltags (The Dematerialization of Everyday Life,
2015). Made in an analogue photo lab, these “filtergrams,” as the artist calls them, reveal various aspects
of Djourina’s work coming together: In this series, she
works with everyday objects such as plastic bags and
Tupperware. Because of their transparency, the items
serve as filters for the artist and are stored as props in
her studio. Instead of negatives, she gradually places
several of these transparent objects in the enlarger.
The result is a reversal of colors, as well as a kind of
“dematerialization” of the otherwise three-dimensional objects. The plastic bags or Tupperware can no
longer be recognized as such in the new image; their
materiality seems to have been extinguished. As is the
case in photograms, the real distance between the
photographic paper and the object is what indirectly
causes the individual item to touch the photographic
paper. Only the light touches the object. During the experiments, the heat emitted by the light source in the
enlarger often causes the objects to lose their shape

